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Lower Hammer Creek Watershed Assessment 
From  Speedwell Forge Lake downstream to confluence of Cocalico Creek, Lancaster County.

The extent of the study area is 8.5 stream miles

Executive Summary 

Hammer Creek Watershed Association (HCWA) has initiated interest in this community for the long-term protection 
of natural resources and water quality improvement at the watershed scale.  HCWA has spent several years organizing 
and implementing projects to demonstrate the positive effects of rotational grazing, forested riparian buffers, stream 
restoration, wetlands creation and enhancement, and agricultural best management practices. 

This project is an integral part of the Conestoga River Initiative that is addressing nonpoint source pollution in the 
headwaters of the Conestoga River.  Hammer Creek is one of the headwater subwatersheds that will play a prominent 
role in measuring the environmental results of the Conestoga River Initiative.

The assessment provides the foundation for initiating community information transfer throughout the completion of 
the masterplan.  HCWA is receiving requests from interested landowners regarding stream restoration projects.  As 
more projects continue to be implemented additional landowners are expected to be involved with the watershed 
restoration

The assessment provides HCWA with a restoration masterplan that prioritizes restoration efforts in this watershed.  
Nonpoint source pollution is being targeted by improving agricultural best management practices on the farms, 
stabilizing stream banks, improving sediment transport, improving fish and aquatic habitat, and increasing managed 
riparian corridors.



The goals of this project include:

1.  Preparation of a masterplan that identifies and prioritizes restoration opportunities.

2. Organization of restoration opportunities by sub-projects along the 8.5-mile reach of Hammer 
Creek.  The sub-projects will be job costed and preliminary scheduling will be assigned to the 
projects.

A time management and budget will be prepared to identify future funding needs and resources 
(human/materials) needed to complete the sub-projects. Specifications of different techniques for 
bank stabilization, agricultural best management practices, and stream channel stability will be 
addressed including anticipated permitting needs.  Agricultural related issues will be prepared in 
cooperation with the Lancaster County Conservation District.



Need for Assessment

Hammer Creek is located in the headwaters of the Conestoga River.  The Conestoga River (#990414) 
and Hammer Creek (#971009) are listed (State Water Plan 07J) on the 303 (d) List of Impaired 
Waters and are targeted for TMDL development in YR 2002.  The listed source of impairment and 
cause of impairment are related to agricultural and siltation issues.  

A comprehensive watershed assessment and restoration effort is being conducted on lower Hammer 
Creek.  Stream channel stability is one of the main causes of accelerated erosion in this watershed.  
Stream channels are over wide; shallow, with long lengths of degraded flat-sloped deep pools with 
fine sediment throughout the reaches.  Tons of sediment is “input” into the watershed from stream 
bank erosion.  Landowners in the watershed have received education by HCWA on the benefits of 
stream stabilization efforts.  Several stream restoration demonstration projects over the past 2-3 
years have successfully encouraged landowners to participate in the watershed restoration activities.

This project is an important part of the Conestoga River Initiative.  The Conestoga River Initiative is 
focusing its attention on restoration and conservation in its headwater tributaries.  Stream 
restoration projects that reduce bank erosion and sedimentation are one of the objectives of the 
Conestoga River Initiative.



Stream Restoration Technique Being Applied

The methodology for this project will follow principles of fluvial geomorphology and be consistent with the 
Rosgen stream classification system.  The majority of the stream reaches are classified as an F-channel.  These 
channels are incised as a result of vertical degradation.  The stream continues to erode laterally because it is 
unable to access the floodplain during bankfull flows (See attached photos and cross sections).

Goals and Objectives

The goal of this project is to reduce accelerated stream bank erosion and improve aquatic habitat within the project area.   

The objectives of the project are to:

1.  Re-locate stream to its former location (pre-mill race)

2.  Re-attach the relocated channel to the floodplain at bankfull flow

3.  Re-align channel to a stable dimension, pattern, and profile

4.  Re-align channel to improve hydraulic efficiency through the Brunerville Rd. bridge.

The following discussion addresses how and why these objectives are important and need to be met.  All four objectives are 
requirements of conforming to Priority 1 stream restoration using principles of fluvial geomorphology (natural channel design).

The geomorphic approach to restoration of incised streams such as this section of Hammer Creek adheres to a protocol that has 
established priorities (Rosgen, 1997).  There are four priorities.  A comparison between Priority 1 and Priority 4 is provided for 
clarification and understanding of the basis and rationale of this restoration proposal.



Priority 1 Restoration Description

This project will be consistent with a Priority 1 restoration.  Priority 1 restoration re-establishes the channel 
on the previous floodplain using relic channel or construction of new bankfull channel.  The old channel will 
be filled in with the soil excavated from the new channel.  The result of the old channel will be aquatic 
emergent wetlands.  This conversion is appropriate for converting the current “F” channel to a “C” / “E”
channel.

The advantages of re-establishing the floodplain and stable channel associated with Priority 1 are:

1. Reduce bank height and streambank erosion

2. Reduce land loss

3. Raise water table 

4. Decrease sediment

5. Improve aquatic and terrestrial habitat

6. Improve land productivity

7.      Improve aesthetics



Priority 4 Restoration Description

Priority 4 restoration is typically used throughout Pennsylvania and consists of stabilizing the 
channel in place.  The disadvantages of Priority 4 are:

1.   The high cost of stabilization

2.   High risk due to excessive shear stress and velocity

3.   Limited aquatic habitat

Another practical factor in evaluating how the channel is to be restored relates to the approval of 
erosion and sedimentation plans by Lancaster County Conservation District (LCCD).  LCCD has 
made it clear that it is a requirement to minimize instream construction activities where possible.  
Excavation activities associated with Priority 1 are performed in the dry condition of the floodplain.  
Priority 4 restoration will require equipment to be in the stream and excavation to be performed in a 
flowing stream condition.  

In this instance it is highly advantageous to use a Priority 1 approach based on significant 
improvement to the resources, reduced costs, reduced time for approvals, and avoiding short term 
and long term impacts to the environment. 



Re-locating the stream to its former location

Re-locating a stream channel to its former, stable location is typically not 
feasible in Lancaster County because of roads, bridges, farmland, 
homes, etc.  The history of this area is very important to understanding 
the existing condition of the site. Bridgens’ 1864 Atlas of Lancaster 
County was consulted to identify the location of this section of Hammer 
Creek.  Numerous mill ponds and millraces are shown within the project 
area.  Hammer Creek occupies the location of previous millraces at 
several sites.  According to local residents, a large wall of water came 
through the valley in the early 1900’s as a result of an upstream dam 
breach.  The amount of water was devastating to the valley and 
destroyed mills, bridges, and roads. 

The current location of the stream has occupied the former millrace 
location.  The floodplain elevation of the former stream channel is 
significantly lower than the floodplain elevation of the existing channel.  
Therefore, the top of banks at the present channel location is much 
higher than the former location, which allowed higher more frequent 
flows to reach the floodplain.



Re-attach the relocated channel to the floodplain 

One of the most important principles of channel stability for Hammer Creek is the attachment of the floodplain to the 
active channel.  The distance between the base flow elevation and the adjacent floodplain is the bank height.  The stream 
channel is currently 3-5 feet below the “abandoned floodplain”.  The term abandoned is used because the flows 
significantly higher than bankfull flow currently stay within the channel and do not access the floodplain.  

The distance between the base flow and the adjacent floodplain defines the saturation zone.  If the floodplain is 
abandoned the saturation zone will be too low to reach the roots of herbaceous plants, resulting in a dryer flora regime.  
Wetland conditions typically occur when the difference in elevation between the water surface and floodplains are less 
than 2 feet.

The floodplain will be approximately 20-24 inches above the baseflow of Hammer Creek.  This condition will allow the 
floodplain to flood more frequently, which is a characteristic of stable stream channels classified as C4.   Additionally, 
this condition will increase the moisture content of the soils in the area and create wetland conditions within the forested 
area.  Most importantly, the distance between base flow elevations and the floodplain will be minimized, hence the 
erosion associated with higher flows dramatically decreased.  The pressure or stress on the stream banks and the channel 
bottom will be greatly reduced as a result of the floodplain being attached to the channel.  This will reduce the significant 
amount of sediment being lost by bank erosion and channel degradation.

The proposed location of the stream channel occupies the lowest elevation within the valley floor.  This is the location of 
the pre-mill race channel.  Mills and millraces have a detrimental affect on the stability of a stream channel.  The stream 
channel is deep and with little or no slope because it occupies the same location of the historic millrace and can not access 
the floodplain during bankfull events.  Significant amount of sediment is depositing in this deep, flat area providing poor 
fish habitat.



Re-align channel to a stable dimension, pattern, and profile

The restored channel will have a designed width; depth, sinuosity, and slope based on available reference reach 
data at the time of the design.  Several restoration projects were completed in the last 2 years approximately 2 
miles downstream of the Snavely Mill site.  Relevant information will be taken from these projects and 
incorporated into the restoration.

Re-align channel to improve hydraulic efficiency through bridges

The angle of the stream flowing through the several bridge are not straight and therefore not efficient.  Bridges 
often deteriorate as a result.   The restored channel will modify its current alignment at this location to protect 
the bridge and improve the hydraulic efficiency of the channel at this location.

The flow beats upon a high bank immediately upstream of the bridge.  Realignment of the channel will increase 
the convergence through the structure reducing the backwater for the bankfull and larger flows.  Poor angles of 
attack through structures typically cause significant bank erosion and channel degradation as the flow 
dissipates the energy.  Also, poor angles reduce the effective flow and increase the water surface elevation and 
promote flooding.



SITE LOCATION AND

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION

Photo numbers serve as an identifier only, they 
do not indicate any particular order, as photos 
were added at different times.
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Site 1- Hurst
1,300 UPSTREAM OF RT. 501 TO RT. 
501
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SITE DESCRIPTION

1. Hurst - 1,300 feet upstream of Route 501 to Route 501 

Proposed Restoration 1,300 L.F.

Cost: $97,500.00 - $130,000.00

Survey / Design / Permitting - $24,375.00 - $32,500.00

Construction/Construction Management/Monitoring - $73,125.00 - $97,500.00

The channel on the Hurst site is generally too wide and has abandoned the 
floodplain.  The most likely restoration design would involve a combination of 
narrowing the low flow channel and creating bankfull benches.  The floodplain 
is wide and flat on both sides of the creek on the entire site. Equipment access 
is good on both sides.  It is possible that the cut and fill may nearly balance on 
this site.  The project would also incorporate rock structures for grade control 
and bank protection.  Fish habitat structures and riparian vegetation would 
create a complete project.

PRIORITY NUMBER 4



Site 2 – Snavely 1
2,700’ DOWNSTREAM OF RT.501 
TO 375 ‘ UPSTREAM OF SNAVELY 
MILL RD.

2,800 FEET OF STREAM 
RESTORATION
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SITE DESCRIPTION

2.  Snavely 1 - 2,700 feet downstream of route 501 to 375 feet upstream of Snavely
Mill Rd. 

Proposed Restoration 2,800 L.F.

Cost: $210,000.00 - $280,000.00

Survey / Design / Permitting – $52,500.00 – $70,000.00

Construction/Construction Management/Monitoring –$157,500.00 – $210,000.00

This is an ideal opportunity to relocate the channel back to its original position in the 
lowest, central part of the valley.  The existing channel makes very abrupt turns 
against bedrock walls and the banks are vertical and unstable.  Cattle damage is 
significant in several places throughout the reach.  Historical maps show the previous 
location, two millraces and a pond in this location.  The floodplain is wide, open and 
undeveloped.  Current land use could be accommodated within the restoration plans.  
The operating mill no longer requires the existing millrace.  Severe bends in the 
channel could be abandoned and livestock pasture would be improved.  Removal of 
the exotic, invasive multiflora rose that is taking over the floodplain would provide a 
dramatic increase in the amount of usable pastureland.  Livestock access to the water 
would be controlled with stabilized cattle crossings and fencing.

PRIORITY NUMBER 5
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Site 3 – Snavely 2
FROM SNAVELYS MILL ROAD 
1800’ DOWNSTREAM

1,800 FEET OF STREAM 
RESTORATION
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SITE DESCRIPTION

3.  Snavely 2- From Snavely’s Mill Rd. 1,800 feet downstream 

Proposed Restoration 1,800 L.F.

Cost: $135,000.00 – $180,000.00

Survey / Design / Permitting – $33,750.00 - $45,000.00

Construction/Construction Management/Monitoring – $101,250 -$135,000.00

The Snavely 2 site is another reach of the Hammer Creek that has been dramatically 
manipulated by human activities.  In 1864 this reach had two mill tailraces and a pond.  
The present channel location is against the side of a steep slope at the edge of the 
valley.  A severely eroding “S” curve occupies the site of the former pond.  An ideal 
restoration would begin with a stable transition through the bridge at Snavely Mill 
Road.  Then the channel could be brought back up to a higher elevation through the 
existing field.  This would re-attach the stream to its floodplain at the bankfull
elevation.  There is no active agriculture along this portion of the stream.  A riparian 
buffer planting would enhance the wildlife and fish habitat.

PRIORITY NUMBER 8



Site 4 – Snavely 3
FROM 1,800’ DOWNSTREAM OF 
SNAVELYS MILL RD. TO 
BRUNNERVILLE RD.

2,700 FEET OF STREAM 
RESTORATION
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SITE DESCRIPTION

4.  Snavely 3 - From 1,800 feet downstream of Snavely’s Mill Rd. to Brunnerville Rd.        

Proposed Restoration 2,700 L.F.

Cost: $202,500.00 – $270,000.00

Survey / Design / Permitting - $50,625.00 - $67,500.00

Construction/Construction Management/Monitoring –$151,875.00 - $202,500.00

The Snavely 3 restoration reach would tie in to the Snavely 2 reach in the vicinity of           
the “S” bend.  There is another “S” bend located a few hundred feet downstream that     
has very steep and unstable banks.  Restoration would move the channel out of the 
unstable “S” bends back to its previous location in the middle of the floodplain.  This 
restoration would re-establish the hydrology to an abandoned forested wetland.  The 
existing channel would be converted to wetlands that would provide a new habitat and 
additional flood storage.  The downstream end of the restoration reach would create a 
smooth and stable geometry and channel alignment through the Brunnerville Road 
Bridge.

PRIORITY NUMBER 1
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Site 5 – Hurst/Stauffer
FROM BRUNNERVILLE RD. TO 
HACKMAN RD.

3,400 FEET OF STREAM 
RESTORATION
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SITE DESCRIPTION

5. Hurst/Stauffer - From Brunnerville Rd. to Hackman Rd. – 3,400 feet combination of 
restoration and BMP’s as needed.

Cost: $255,000.00 - $340,000.00

Survey / Design / Permitting - $63,750.00 - $85,000.00

Construction/Construction Management/Monitoring –$191,250.00 – $255,000.00

The Hurst / Stauffer reach is used intensively for farming.  The majority of the floodplain is 
pasture.  Several places are severely eroded and trampled by cattle and mules.  Fencing 
and stabilized crossings would protect the banks.  Several portions of the reach have 
relatively low stable banks and an open floodplain.  These areas need very little work.  
Most restoration would be done within the existing channel.  Other places are against the 
rocky hillside at tight meanders.  These shorter reaches would require channel re-
alignment to create a stable plan and profile.  Where possible, the restoration design would 
provide an increased flood-prone area by creating benches or relocating to channel to the 
existing floodplain.  Grading in the floodplain will provide safe and efficient conveyance 
of flood flows.  Riparian vegetation would provide bank stabilization and improved habitat 
between the stream and the pasture.  Fencing would define and protect the forested riparian 
zone.

PIORITY NUMBER 13



Site 6 – Leech
FROM HACKMAN RD. TO 1,200’
DOWNSTREAM

1,200 FEET OF STREAM 
RESTORATION
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6. Leach - From Hackman Rd. to 1,200 feet downstream 

Proposed Restoration 1,200 L.F.

Cost: $90,000.00 - $120,000.00

Survey / Design / Permitting - $22,500.00 - $30,000.00

Construction/Construction Management/Monitoring –$67,500.00 - $90,000.00

The Leach site is a residential property.  The existing 1200 feet of the channel has very unstable 
banks.  There is a mid channel bar formed by sediment deposition just downstream of the Hackman
Road bridge.  Both banks are eroding where the bar forms a wedge in the channel.  The stream then 
makes a hard right bend and goes through an “S” curve with four to five foot high vertical banks.  
After the “S” curve the stream bends right to follow the base of a steep, rocky slope.  The left bank 
continues to be four to five feet high and vertical.  The Hammer Creek has abandoned its floodplain in 
this reach and acquired an unstable geometry, plan and profile. The meander pattern is so tight that a 
chute cut off is likely to occur in the middle of the “S” curve.  Historical mapping indicates that the 
channel has been moved from the center of the floodplain toward the mountainside downstream of the 
Leach property.  Restoration on the Leach reach would involve improving the sediment transport 
through the bridge, raising the channel bottom to access the floodplain, and establishing a stable 
meander pattern.  Improved flood conveyance across Hackman Road would also help the channel on 
the Leach site.  Any improvements on the Leach property should be coordinated with the potential 
relocation of the channel downstream.

PRIORITY NUMBER 6

SITE DESCRIPTION
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Site 7 – David Zimmerman
FROM 1200’ DOWNSTREAM OF 
HACKMAN ROAD, TO 2,900’
DOWNSTREAM OF HACKMAN ROAD.

1,700 FEET OF STREAM RESTORATION
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SITE DESCRIPTION

7. David Zimmerman - From 1,200 feet downstream of Hackman Rd. to 2,900 feet from Hackman Rd. -
combination of restoration and BMP wetland

Wetland: 0.5 – 1.0 acres Cost: $5,000.00 - $10,000.00

Proposed Restoration 1,700 L.F.

Cost: $127,500.00 - $170,000.00 

Survey / Design / Permitting - $31,875.00 - $42,500.00

Construction/Construction Management/Monitoring –$95,625.00 - $127,500.00

Hammer Creek flows against the side of the steep, forested slope on the Zimmerman site.  Historical maps 
show the stream much closer to the center of the valley.  The channel has abandoned its floodplain and become 
entrenched since it was moved to the edge of the valley.  The floodplain is now only available on the left side 
of the stream and only accessible during extreme storm events.  The land on the floodplain is cultivated in row 
crops.  Ideally, the channel should be moved away from the steep slope on the right bank.  However, the 
relocation would result in the loss of tillable land.  A possible compromise would be realignment at the 
upstream end of the reach to make a smooth transition from the Leach site where there are no crops together 
with in-channel restoration adjacent to the agricultural fields.  The in-channel restoration would involve cross 
vanes to protect the right bank and cross vanes to prevent further down cutting of the channel degredation.  The 
stream needs a smaller low-flow channel and an increased flood prone area for higher flows. Riparian 
vegetation would protect the banks and improve the wildlife and fish habitat. The BMP wetland is an effective, 
low cost, natural system to prevent agricultural runoff from polluting the stream.  The wetland would be 
constructed in the lowest portion of the floodplain to intercept the runoff from the fields.  Grass waterways may 
be needed in the fields to safely convey the runoff to the wetland.  Emergent wetland vegetation converts the 
soluble nutrients in the runoff into plant biomass.  The soil in the wetland also provides a filtering function.  
Sediment is trapped in the grass waterway and in the wetland before entering the stream.  The wetland also 
provides an additional habitat type that is not currently available on the site.

PRIORITY NUMBER 9



Site 8 – Eugene Zimmerman
FROM CLAY ROAD TO CARPENTER ROAD

2,000 FEET OF STREAM RESTORATION
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SITE DESCRIPTION

8. Eugene Zimmerman - From Clay Rd. to Carpenter Rd.

Proposed Restoration 2,000 L.F.

Cost: $150,000.00 - $200,000.00

Survey / Design / Permitting - $37,500.00 - $50,000.00

Construction/Construction Management/Monitoring – $112,500.00 - $150,000.00

In 1864, this section of the Hammer Creek had a millpond and three separate millraces.  
Today, there is no in-stream pond and the channel occupies the old millraces.  The stability 
of the channel is variable throughout the reach.  The straight sections between Clay Road 
and Lincoln Road are wide and shallow.  There is a large farm pond on the left floodplain 
just upstream of Lincoln Road.  The stream makes a hard left bend after the Lincoln Road 
Bridge.  The right bank on the sharp bend looses significant amounts of soil with each high 
flow event.  Bank pins installed in January 2000 documented a loss of over thirty inches of 
the bank by May 2001.  Large trees on the banks complicate the instability of the channel.  
Some have fallen into the stream and redirected the flow.  Others are being undercut and 
threaten to collapse. The alignment of the channel as it approaches the bridge on Carpenter 
Road creates stress on the left bank.  Restoration on this reach of stream would be 
somewhat complicated due to the depth of the entrenched channel and the existing bridges.  
The most efficient approach may be to make modifications that convey out of bank flood 
flows efficiently and safely down the floodplain while creating a stable meander pattern for 
the low flow channel.

PRIORITY NUMBER 7



Site 9 - Oberholtzer
FROM BUCH MILL ROAD, DOWNSTREAM 
3,300’

3,300 FEET OF STREAM RESTORATION
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SITE DESCRIPTION

9.  Oberholtzer - From Buch Mill Rd. downstream 3,300 feet - combination of restoration and 
BMP wetland

Wetland: 0.5 – 1.0 acres Cost: $5,000.00 - $10,000.00 

Proposed Restoration 3,300 L.F.

Cost: $247,500.00 – $330,000.00

Survey / Design / Permitting -$61,875.00 – $82,500.00

Construction/Construction Management/Monitoring –$185,625.00 - $247,500.00

The Oberholtzer reach flows through a dairy farm.  Pasture borders most of the stream.  The existing banks 
are steep and unstable.  There is little opportunity to move the channel because of existing infrastructure.  
Restoration would work to improve the flow patterns within the existing channel and allow the high flows to 
access the floodplain in a safe conveyance.  BMP wetlands would protect the water quality by intercepting 
barnyard runoff.  An important part of the Oberholtzer restoration is the installation of grade control to 
protect the reach from the threat of further degradation.  The next reach of stream downstream is likely to 
experience a chute cut off.  The cut off will shorten the stream and suddenly increase the channel slope at that 
point.  This change typically results in the creation of a head cut.  The head cut is a very short, steep riffle 
resulting from the increased shear stress on the bottom from an increase in bed slope.  The consequence of a 
head cut is a progressive lowering of the channel bottom working upstream.  As the channel bottom drops, 
the banks fail and the floodplain is abandoned.  The Oberholtzer site needs protection from this phenomenon 
at the downstream limit of the property.

PRIORITY NUMBER 2



Site 10 – Spangler
FROM 3,300’ DOWNSTREAM OF BUCH MILL 
ROAD 5,200’ DOWNSTREAM OF BUCH MILL 
ROAD.

1,900 FEET OF STREAM RESTORATION
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SITE DESCRIPTION

10. Spangler - From 3,300 feet downstream of Buch Mill Rd. to 5,200 feet.

Proposed Restoration 1,900 L.F. 

Cost: $142,500.00 – $190,000.00

Survey / Design / Permitting -$35,625.00 – $47,500.00

Construction/Construction Management/Monitoring –$106,875.00 -$142,500.00

The Spangler reach has some serious threats to the local stability of the Hammer 
Creek.  A logjam at a tight meander has created an obstruction that will result in a 
chute cut off that will shorten the stream length.  The results are described in the
Oberholtzer narrative.  There is also an existing head cut that is working its way up 
a long riffle on the Spangler site.  Most of the Spangler reach is wooded on both 
sides.  Restoration efforts would have to try to minimize the impacts to the forest.  
The immediate need on the Spangler site is to establish grade control so the bottom 
does not continue to degrade.  The channel needs a more efficient geometry to pass 
the sediment load and to improve the fish habitat.

PRIORITY NUMBER 3



Site 11 – David Stoltzfus
FROM 1,500’ UPSTREAM OF ERBS BRIDGE 
ROAD TO ERBS BRIDGE ROAD

1,500 FEET OF STREAM RESTORATION
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11.   David Stoltzfus – From 1,500 feet upstream of Erbs Bridge Rd. to Erbs Bridge 
Rd.

Proposed Restoration 1,500 L.F.

Cost: $112,500.00 – $150,000.00

Survey / Design / Permitting - $28,125.00 - $37,500.00

Construction/Construction Management/Monitoring –$84,375.00 - $112,500.00

Pasture borders the creek on this former pond location.  Fencing and cattle crossings 
are needed.  In stream restoration would narrow the low flow channel and create
bankful benches to carry the higher flows.  Riparian vegetation is needed to stabilize 
the banks and improve the habitat.

SITE DESCRIPTION

PRIORITY NUMBER 11



Site 12 – Bollinger
FROM 500’ DOWNSTREAM OF ERBS BRIDGE 
ROAD, TO MEADOW VALLEY ROAD

2,400 FEET OF STREAM RESTORATION

Photos 60-64
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SITE DESCRIPTION

12.  Bollinger – From 500 feet downstream of Erbs Bridge Rd. to Meadow Valley Rd. -
combination of restoration and BMP wetland

Wetland: 0.5 – 1.0 acres Cost: $5,000.00 - $10,000.00 

Proposed Restoration 2,400 L.F.

Cost: $180,000.00 – $240,000.00

Survey / Design / Permitting -$45,000.00 - $60,000.00

Construction/Construction Management/Monitoring –$135,000.00 – $180,000.00

The Bollinger reach had a millpond in the channel in 1864.  The present channel is 
entrenched with cultivated fields on both sides.  BMP wetlands would intercept the 
field runoff and protect the water quality.  A mid channel bar at the Meadow Valley 
Road bridge is causing erosion of the banks upstream of the bridge.  Trees line both 
banks.  Restoration would have to address the over-wide and shallow existing 
channel.  The stream is in the lowest part of the valley, so relocation does not appear 
to be an option.  An efficient low flow channel and bankful benches together with 
grade control would improve the current situation.

PRIORITY NUMBER 10



Site 13 
FROM MEADOW VALLEY ROAD, 
DOWNSTREAM 1,700

1,700 FEET OF STREAM RESTORATION

Photos 65-67
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PHOTO 65
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SITE DESCRIPTION

13. From Meadow Valley Rd. downstream 1,700 feet - combination of restoration 
and BMP wetland

Wetland: 0.5 – 1.0 acres Cost: $5,000.00 - $10,000.00 

Proposed Restoration 1,700 L.F.

Cost: $127,500.00 – $170,000.00

Survey / Design / Permitting -$31,875.00 - $42,500.00

Construction/Construction Management/Monitoring –$95,625.00 - $127,500.00

Realignment of the channel near the hard right bend after Meadow Valley Road .  
The wide-open right floodplain would accommodate such a move.  BMP wetlands 
would protect water quality from ag runoff and other overland flows.  The 
downstream end of the project would include substantial grade control to protect 
the channel bottom.

PRIORITY NUMBER 12



STABILIZED AND FENCED CATTLE CROSSINGS
Stream banks are protected from cattle damage by 
fencing.  Designated crossing areas are selected in sites 
where the existing banks are low.  Banks and channel 
bottom are protected with stone/concrete slats.  Wire 
fence defines the crossing.  Stable crossings provide 
access to clean water for the livestock.  There are 
thirteen sites along the Hammer Creek that have been 
assessed as potential cattle crossing areas. 

1. 3,000 feet downstream of Route 501.

2.           3,500 feet downstream of Route 501.

3.           3,800 feet downstream of Route 501.

4.        4,300 feet downstream of Route 501.

5.           5,400 feet downstream of Route 501.

6.           1,000 feet downstream of Brunnerville Rd.

7.           1,000 feet downstream of Brunnerville Rd.

8.           1,500 feet downstream of Brunnerville Rd.

9.           2,300 feet downstream of Brunnerville Rd.

10.         400 feet upstream of Hackman Rd.

11.         1,500 feet downstream of Clay Rd.

12.         500 feet upstream of Lincoln Rd.

13.         500 feet upstream of Erbs Bridge Rd.

AVERAGE COST 
$1500.00

BEFORE

AFTER

APPROXIMATE LOCATION
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